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Wellness
week
promotes

I

Four bodies found in Calaveras river
One discovered behind Fraternity Circle
By Ben Goorin
News Editor

good health

Four bodies have been removed
from the Calaveras River foliowing the
drownings of four Cambodian boys
who tried to cross the rain-swollen
waters. The boys had been swept away
by the raging water on March 27 about
a mile north of UOP. The search ended
up in UOP's backyard, when oneof the
bodies was found clutching a tree branch
behind Fraternity Circle.
The news of the incident spread
throughout the state and was the top
story for almost every television sta
tion in Northern California. The
drownings also shocked many people
at UOP who were preparing for Spring
Break. At least 15 UOP students were
present when the body was found on
campus.
"It was horrifying," said ASUOP
President John Carmichael, who spent
hours watching rescue teams at work
from the levy. "I don't know why I
watched," said Carmichael, as he wit
nessed the removal of one of the boy's
bodies.
Senior Ken High, who lives in close
proximity to where the boys disap
peared, arrived with the very first res
cue units at about 6 p.m.
"I was ready to dive in and pull the
person out and start CPR," said High
who has had formal rescue training as
part of the National Ski Patrol.

By Monica Yadegar
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Senior Staff Writer
The division of studentlife at UOP
is once again hosting Wellness Week.
Promotion of physical, emotional and
spiritual wellness began yesterday in
the McCaffrey Center with a focus
on career options for students. The
Student Health Advisory Committee
(SHAC) is having a second annual
Health Fair. The fair includes over
twenty-five participants from differ
ent community health organizations.
Health clubs will have exercise
equipment. Cholesterol screenings
will be done for $4 and blood pres
sure readings will be done by the
Pharmacy school. The fair is taking
place today in the McCaffrey Center
patio from 11 to 2 pm.
The general theme of promoting
good health will continue with the
Grace Covell Wellness Dance on
Friday from 9 pm. to 1 am. On Sunday,
the Chaplain willaddress the wellness
issue during Sunday's service.

President Bush awards UOP volunteers
.

The Anderson Y Center becomes the 421st Daily Point of Light
By Michael Tar
Assistant News Editor
President George Bush declared
the volunteers of UOP's Anderson Y
Center as the 421st "Daily Point of
Light" last Thursday.
The Daily Point of Light award,
presented six days a week, was cre
ated to recognize America's leaders
in community service. This follows
from the President's statement that
"From now on in America, any
definition of a successful life must
include serving others."
Dedicated student volunteers and
professional staff are at the heart of
the AYC, which supports and houses
the operations of several community
service groups.
Since 1987, the AYC has been
helping youth in Park Village, a
Stockton housing complex near Oak
Park which is home for more than
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The US Coast Guard, guided by their search dog, comb through the Calaveras.

After the first crucial hour of the
rescue ended unsuccessfully, the mis
sion changed from finding the boys
alive to just finding their bodies.
Rescue teams lined the river banks
for two and a half days as divers
searched thebottom of the muddy river
feeling for the bodies. Search dogs
were brought in to help locate the boys
w hile helicopters searched from the air.
Of the four boys who had drowned,
three were brothers and the fourth was
a cousin. A fifth boy escaped death
when he was fished out by a passer-by.
"We were all holding hands and then
they let go of me," said Sith Soun, 10,
the Stockton Record reported.
The first body, Vanna Soun, 9, was
found a little more than three hours
after the incident, about 70 yards down
from where he was last seen alive.The
second, that of Charles Pich, 7, was
found the next morning behind the
Fraternities by a Stockton police offi
cer walking the riverbank. He"spotted
a boy's fingers grasping a tree branch
several inches above the water. A log
pinned his fingers against the branch,"
reported the Stockton Record.
The last twochildren, Danalee Pich,
8, and Herbert Pich, 9, were found the
following day (Friday) between El
Dorado St. and Pacific Ave. Danalee's
body was found by San Joaquin County
Sheriff's Boat Patrol officers dragging
theriver. Ahalf-hour later, around 11:30
a.m. divers with the Drowning Acci

3,000 Cambodian refugees. Erim
Paser, program coordinator, has or
ganized a fall soccer league to pro
mote more than just exercise. "Basi
cally, it's a leadership program." he
says, "Our goal is primarily to de
velop leaders from the community."
Paser explained that younger children
are coached by some of Park Village's
high school students. "The high
school kids are becoming positive
role models." he said.
Recent outreach programs spon
sored by the AYC include pairing
UOP student mentors with children
from Stockton's Cleveland School,
and the Campus to Community
Clearinghouse, which links UOP
students with local agencies who
request community service volun
teers.
Jenny Ealy, UOP sophomore, said
that the community youth are being
benefitted by the mentor program

started last year. "You work one-onone with the kids." she said. Though
some tutoring is involved, she says,
"It's more focused on building rela
tionships. We have been getting a lot

"Some of the
stories we hear are
amazing to find
how far people are
willing to go to
help others."
— Gisella Gigglberger
Tutoring Coordinator, AYC
of volunteers from UOPand it's been
great."
Senior Gisella Gigglberger, tutor
ing program coordinator, told of the
AYC's program to employ UOP stu
dents that want to tutor Stockton stu-

Cookie King visits UOP

ecial
UNK

dents. The two main reasons UOP
students get involved, she says, are
for the extra income and to get in
volved with the community."This is
more academic than the mentoring
program. We get referrals from ev
erywhere." She explained that when
UOP gets a call requesting tutoring
services, the call is referred to the
AYC. The program is well known
among Stockton's primary and sec
ondary school teachers, who often
refer their students to the AYC direcdy. Gigglberger said, "It's a good
way for our students to earn extra
money because of the pay." Close to
100 students are being tutored in the
program, which has proven to be a
rewarding experience for everyone
involved. "Some of the stories we
hear are amazing to find how far
people are willing to go to help oth
ers."

Students
sign up for
community
service

With helicopters scanning from the sky and divers searching the
depths below, UOP's backyard became the stage for a full scale
search and rescue operation.
Grabbing his first aid kit and bike,
High spent the next 45 minutes search
ing for the boys up and down the levy.
"I wanted to find one of these kids
alive, my blood was pumping," said
High.
Wimessesreported watching the five
children bobbing in the river for a few
hundred feet before they disappeared
under water at the El Dorado Street
Bridge.

By Monica Yadegar

DPS

Senior Staff Writer

Famous Amos visited the Anderson Y Center while attending a Youth In Crisis conference at
UOP Wednesday. The cookie legend congradulated the center on their Point of Light award
and of course, brought cookies for all.

UOP's Community Service and
Volunteer Coalition hosted its First An
nual Community Service Fair on March
21. Approximately 50 students signed
up to do volunteer work with the 13
different charitable organizations
present
"The fair increased awareness on
campus about the opportunity for ser
vice in the community,"said Chaplain
Norris Palmer, who helped organize
the event. He said the fair originated
from the idea of involving the commu
nity with UOP."The service fair was a
result of a group of people looking for
very active ways to bridge the gap
between the campus and the commu
nity," said Palmer.
Stockton Mayor Joan Darrah was
on hand to stress the importance of a
(See SERVICE, page 2)

dent Rescue Team (DART) found
Herbert's body pinned against a sub
merged log just east of Pacific Avenue.
"There was an element of horror
when I realized that four peopledied in
our own backyard," said Carmichael.
"I couldn't conceive that something
like that could happen on our own
campus."

Fair successful at uniting campus
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Fair successfully unites campus
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By Dawn Dooley
Staff Writer
In celebration of Women's History
Month, the UOP Women's Studies
Department sponsored a tribute to
Margaret Sanger, the pioneer of birth
control. The McCaffrey Center The
atre was host to a dramatic/ musical
presentation of thecontroversial lifeof
Margaret Sanger.
The production featured two Bay
Area performers, Wanda Bristow and
Linda Tringali. Bristow researched
and wrote her presentation entitled,
Reflections ofAWoman: The Margaret
Sanger Story. Bristow has performed
various Women In History programs
for 10 years to elementary, high school,
andcollegestudents. HerpartnerLinda
Tringali wrote and performed original
folk songs for the production. To

gether, the two provided an interesting
reflection into the life of Margaret
Sanger.
Sanger's crusade began around
1911, with the publication of several
health articles in asocialistpaper which
was banned from the mail. She wrote
many more articles, as well as pub
lishing anewspaper The WomanRebel,
magazines such as The Birth Control
Review and authored many books
entitled Family Limitations, Women
And The New Race, The Pivot Of
Civilization, Motherhood In Bondage,
My Fight For Birth Control, and her
autobiography.
Sanger fought to repeal the
Comstock Law of 1863, which placed
birth control in the same category with
pornography. Shefoughtfora"Doctor
Only" law which would give doctors
the right to prescribe contraceptives to

women whose pregnancy would en- I
danger their lives. Sanger opened the I
firstbirthcontrolclinicinl916,aswell
I
as clinical research centers that dis
tributed information to women whose
health prohibited further pregnancies.
Her ideas were shocking to Ameri
can society at the time, and Sanger
often faced criminal charges as aresult.
She carried her ideas to Europe and met
with more acceptance. Soon in the
U.S. her message started getting across
and many of her ideals were realized.
In 1936 her Doctor Law was accepted,
though it met with initial resistance
from the American Medical Associa
tion. In 1942, contraceptives were
legalized. In '56, the first International
Planned Parenthood Federation was
established. Finally, in 1971, five
years after her death, the Comstock
Law was repealed.
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ACROSS THE N A T I O N
CAMPUS NEWS NOTES—
Spring Break turns calm at Palm SDrinas

We did not get the crowds we expected," he added.

,.f°st-"ar

conflicts ariseat Nebraska, Berkeley

in ih p
^f 3 month after the U.S. suspended offensive military actions
in the Persian Gulf region, warafter-shocks rippled through several campuses
A group called BURP(Berkeleyans United for a Right Press) stole 16 000
copies of the Daily Califomian off newsstands March 24, calling the effort a
protest of the paper's lack of coverage of the U.S. victory in the war. "Today
we have freed the campus of your vile reporting, but only for a day," a BURP
tetter sent to the Californian's office read. Three days earlier, University of
Nebraska-Umcoln junior Paul Koester filed an official complaint to get UNL
o icials to take down a big yellow ribbon draped over the entrance to a campus
classroom building. The ribbon, Koester says, suggests "blind support" for
U.S. Persian Gulf policy, and violated university bans on putting political
posters or displays on campus trees, windows, doors, walls, buildings or fence
posts.

Makl Mandela draws protest at Iowa State
l0Wa (cpS>—Holding signs linking African National Congress
,
leader Nelson Mandela to the Palestine Liberation Organization, communism
and the Irish Republican Army, members of theconservative Young Americans
for Freedom picketed an Iowa State University address by Maki Mandela the
anti-apartheid activist's daughter.

The protesters hoped to raise awareness to the acts of terrorism the African
National Congress is carrying out," YAF state chairman Greg Fetteiman told
e owa tate Daily. Mr Mandela is just a communist agent," added YAF
adviser and University of IowaProf.Enrique Fernandez-Barros. "South Africa
was built by white people who created the way of life of the Afrikaners I don't
want to build up the myth of Mandela like the myth of Ghandi was built up."

More murders rock campuses
(CPS)—The series of campus murders grew longer March 20 when Paula
Soto, 19, a student at Lehman College in New York, was shot and killed by a
small-caliber sfray bullet white playing softball on a campus field.
Six execution-style slayings within two weeks near the campus mean-

while,havefrightened students at theCalifomiaState University at Sacramento.
n late February, a Purdue University employee shot and killed Barbara A
Clark, 41, a campus service supervisor, white she sat at her desk.

Funding Cuts Shut Down Services, Raise Tuition
Nationwide
(CPS)—At least a dozen more campuses announced they would have to
eliminate courses, enlarge class sizes, raise tuition and take other measures to
cope with money problems brought on by the recession gripping the nation.
In Oregon, for example, Linn-Benton Community College announced it
would eliminate campus mail service next year to save money, while Arizona's
'una Community College trustees said they may have to raise tuition almost
20 percent whilecutting the number of course sessions. Ohio's state campuses
will have to cut library hours and close out course sections, Ohio Board of
Regents Chancellor Elaine Hairston added in legislative testimony March 21.
Yale University dropped its popular "Study of the City" course, white the
Jniversity of Pennsylvania said it would have to lay off 300 people. In New
Jersey, Rutgers University threatened to impose a wage freeze and a 9 percent
tuition hike for next year.

In drug bust, feds shut down U. Virginia frats
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. (CPS) - In an apparently unprecedented colege raid, federal drug police raided three University of Virginia fraternities
March 22, arresting 12 members and taking control of the houses themselves.
Members not involved in the investigation can move back into the Phi
ipsilon Pi, Delta Upsilon andTau KappaEpsilon houses, but not before signing
new "rental agreements" with the federal government. The 12 students were
arrested on charges of selling hallucinogenic designer drugs, LSD and
mushrooms. Because taking possession of private social clubs like fraternities
is so unusual, Drug Enforcement Agency officials said they got prior approval
for the raid from U.S. Attorney General Richard Thomburgh.

13-year-old gets perfect S.A.T. score
UPLAND, Calif. (CPS)—Chienlan Hsu, a 13-year-old seventh grader,
became the first female student to score a perfect 800 on the math portion of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) in a national college search.
In the search, Johns Hopkins University gives the SAT to 13-year-olds in
19 states and the District of Columbia, trying to find academically promising
young students.

Middlebury bans frat for failing to go coed
MIDDLEBURY, VL (CPS)—The Middlebury College Community Coun
cil, made up of students, faculty members and administrators, voted to
withdraw recognition of the campus Delta Kappa F.psilon chapter, which
refused to comply with a school demand that all fraternities start admitting
women by the end of 1990.
"DKE terminated itself," a Middlebury spokesman said.
Five of Middlebury's six fraternities complied with the rule, though three
of them had to sever their ties to their national organizations in order to do so.

Government Targets Five More Schools In Research
Probe
(CPS)—Congressional investigators said March 19 they would widen their
investigation of the items Stanford University charged the government for
while doing federal research to include five more big research universities.
The Government Accounting Office said it would look into billing prac
tices at Harvard University School of Medicine, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and at the universities of California Berkeley, Pennsylvania and
Southern California. Schools are allowed to bill the government for certain
"overhead" costs of fulfilling federal research contracts, but Stanford was
found to have included items like football tickets, a yacht and some private
parties among its overhead expenses.

It's Official: Enrollment Nationwide Is Highest Ever
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)—Summarizing monthsof unofficial reports,
the U.S. Dept. of Education's official headeount of American students found
thatarecord 13.9 million students enrolled for college classes for the fall, 1990
The number represents a collegepopulation increase of 3.4 percent over die
fall, 1989 census. In a written release, department officials attributed the rise
to increases in the numbers of people over the age of 24 going to college and
to better recruiting of 18-to-24 year-old students.

Another student dies while elevator surfina
Indiana State
(CPS)—An Indiana
Univer
. (CPS;>—An
State University (ISU)student was killed March 20
while elevator surfing," an activity
that has become a fad on some college
campuses in the last year.
Campus officials said they had no
idea Michael John DelidAa a 23
a, a 15year-old junior from Shalimar, Fla.,
and other students had been riding on
top of elevators for fun undl Deliduka
was killed.

It was not known that he was
engaged in this activity," said Martin
Blank, ISU s director of public infor
mation. In theacdvity, known as eleva
tor surfing, students stand on the topof
an elevator, and then ride up and down

the
the shaft
shaft. Sometimes they may try to
jump from the top of one elevator to
another while they are passing each
other. Apparendy Deliduka and three
other young men used a coat hanger to
t 0
Z.hJ•
K
J?
on die door.
allowing access to the elevator shaft.
The four boarded one of the building's
two elevators. As they rode, the other
elevator became stuck. Deliduka was
trying to move from the working eleva
tor to the stuck elevator when it started
to move, pinning him between the el
evator and the shaft wall. Deliduka
died instantly of positional asphyxia,
according to Vigo County Coroner
Rowland Kohr. Kohr's report also re-

had 1)6611 drinking'
„ !
ISU officials are planning education
programs to help prevent similar tragedies in the future."!think the incident
alone will be education enough," Blank
said.

The three students who "surfed"
with Deliduka have been offered coun
seling, and will be brought in for inter
views, Blank said. It is not known if
they will be disciplined. The ISU in
cident occurred one year and 10 days
after the death of Joel Mangion, an
18-year-old student at the University
of Massachusetts, in another elevator
surfing accident Mangion fell 16 sto
ries to his death while trying to jump

As recession lingers, job prospects worsens
More recruiters cancel campus visits; some 'partying', others 'panicking'
By B.J. Hoeptner
College Press Service
With a 3.3 grade-point average and
many activities and part-time jobs to
her credit, Sharon Seaman would seem
to be an ideal recruit for one of the
hundreds of companies that hire college
seniors each year.
But after interviews with 12 com
panies, Seaman, a senior marketing
major at the University of Colorado
(CU), still hasn't found a job. "It's a
very stressful situation," Seaman said
of her search, which started last se
mester. Seaman is not alone. Graduat
ing seniors around the country report
having an unusually hard time lining
up their first post-graduate job this
term. Various campuses report students
beginning to send out resumes
scattershot to companies. Some stu
dents reportedly have simply stopped
looking for work until economic con
ditions improve. The student job out
look "took a turn for the worse last
winter," says Dawn Oberman, a sta
tistical services specialist with the
College Placement Council (CPC), a
Pennsylvania-based group that tracks
recruiting and hiring of college gradu
ates nationwide. Corporate recruiters
have either sharply curtailed the num
bers of campuses they visited this se
mester or stopped interviewing seniors
altogether.
'Winter quarter we started seeinga
large number of cancellations" by
companies scheduled to interview on
campus, recalled Carolyn Henning,
directorof career services atSantaClara
University in California. Henning did
not know the exact number of corpo
rations that had canceled, but said the
companies that did come to recruit
seemed to have fewer openings to fill.
The East Coast had similar problems.

"Kind Of Tight"
"A large number of firms ended up
not coming" for interviews they had
scheduled at American University in
Washington D.C., said Jon Markus, a
human resource management and so
ciology major who has been inter
viewing since last semester.
"My impression overall is that the
market, especially around here, isn't
very good," he added. A national sur
vey backs him up.
Michigan S tate University's annual
survey of 549 employers released last
December found that company hiring

of Business and Administration.
"The promising interviews" have
come through the business school, she
said. American's Markus has been
sending resumes to companies that
haven't come to campus. Career
counselors add some students, dis
couraged by reports of a shrinking job
market, are waiting to start their job
searches until the situation improves.
"A large fraction of peopleare trying to
avoid the issue," admitted Lehigh's
Mackes. Some students "may not be as
worried about (the job picture) as they
should be,n agreed Santa Clara's

quotasfortheClassof 1991 had dropped

Henning.Students are also looking into

9.8 percent since the year before.
other options including graduate school
Moreover, Class of 1990 quotas and the Peace Corps' Teach for
had dropped 13.3 percent from 1989.
America, a program that encourages
Cornell and Yale universities, the recent graduates to go into teaching. In
universities of Cincinnati, Southern fact, dozens of graduate schools re
California, Massachusetts at Amherst, ported in early March that they are
Illinois at Champaign and California at wading through an unusually high
Los Angeles and Boston College, number of applications for next fall.
among many others, also have reported But for the students who are pinning
recruiting slumps this school year.
their hopeson a career witha company,
"I know fewer companies came on time is starting to run out. "I've been
campus" this winter than during fall told if I haven't found a job by summer,
term, CU's Seaman notes of her search. don't even bother to look until after
The recession "has companies re summer," said Markus, who would like
evaluating their needs," explained the -tq stayin Washington."I'm not looking
CPC's Oberman.
forward to the prospect of going home
So college placement counselors (to Cleveland), but I will if I have to,n
are encouraging students to do every he added.Seaman said she is trying to
thing possible to make themselves more keep her options open as to where she
marketable to the decreasing number might live, but wants to find a job
of recruiters coming to campus."We're where she is happy. "A group of my
spending a lot more individual time friends have been hired, so they're
with students," reported Marilyn partying," she said.
Mackes, director of career services at
"Another group of us is panicking."
Lehigh University in Pennsylvania.
"We're really trying to be aggressive
during a time when things are kind of
tight," she added.
Avoiding The Issue
CU's Seaman has been making
contacts through the school's College

for a place to live next fall?
ARE YOU
a responsible and dependable person?
WOULD YOU LIKE
a quiet place to live and study
INTERESTED IN STUDENT HEALTH?
DOES "NO RENT" SOUND GOOD?
The night nurses at your student health
center are looking for you!
We need two people as live-in security
studets, in exchange for a room (plus a
lot of TLC and occasional chocolate chip
cookies!). Must by "on-duty,"
alternating with each other to act as
nurse escorte at 11 p.m., do a security
check of the building and generally be
available in an emergancy.
INTERSTED?
Call us at 946-2315 or come over to
Cowell H. C. to apply. Deadline for
applications is Friday, May 3.

said Karin Sherbin, directorof UMass's
news office. But, Sherbin added, the
school can't guarantee an enterprising
surfer could not breach its security
measures. "The sad truth is that if
somebody has a will, there's a way."

Howevertherehaven'tbeen any reports
of students elevator surfing since
Mangion's death, Sherbin said.
"I would hope it was a lesson," she
said.

Former South
Carolina
president
indicted for
misusing office
(CPS)—James B. Holderman, who
resigned as University of South Caro
lina president amid criticism of lavish
spending, was indicted March 22 for
using a public office for personal gain
and accepting extra compensation.
The case is the most notorious of a
series of instances in which several
campus presidents were accused of
using school money inappropriately or
for their own use. Westfield State
College (Mass.) President Irving
Buchen resigned in 1988 after his use
of trust funds for personal expenses
came underscrutiny andcriticism. The
same year, Southwest Texas State
University President Robert Hardesty
was fired amid allegations of financial
extravagance. Other college presidents,
including those at the universities of
Minnesota and Colorado, and at Old
Dominion University in Virginia, have
drawn criticism for extravagant housingthey have received. Holderman, the
two-count indictment from the
Richland County grand jury charged,
received $25, 000 between 1986 and
1988 "for his individual use and not for
the benefit or on behalf of the state of
South Carolina." Holderman, 55, re
signed last May after 13 years at the
(SeePRESIDENT, backpage)

STUDY EUROPE

IN COPENHAGEN
'I

LOOKING

^
elevator car to another. U
Mass officials have since taken steps to
makeitdifficulty togetontopofelevator
cabs in campus high-rise buildings,
from one

DIS

TAUGHT M ENGLISH BY DANISH FACULTY
Hans Christian Andersen (1805 - 75) - the great Danish fairy-tale writer understood the value of expanding your world:

TO TRAVEL IS TO LIVE!
LIFE BECOMES RICH AND
EXCITING WHEN YOU ARE
NOURISHED BY THE GREAT
WORLD. To EUROPE' IS THE
CRY FROM THE SONS AND
DAUGHTERS OF AMERICA.
TO THE LAND OF OUR
FATHERS, THE WONDERFUL
LAND OF MEMORIES AND
DREAMS - EUROPE!'

c??? (P JJ)^^

Fall, Spring and full Academic Year.
LIBERAL ARTS (SOCIAL SCIENCES, H UMANITIES, A RTS)
I NTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN (ALSO SUMMER)
DIS, Denmark's International Study Program.
Affiliated with the University of Copenhagen.
One of Europe's oldest, safest and most
highly esteemed study abroad programs.
Established, recognized and supervised by
the Danish government.
Topwork from the DIS program was what I got - it really
fulfilled my academic expectations. The fad that instruction was
in English, hut by Danish faculty, substantially added to the
program - gave a true insight into what Danes and other Europeans feel about the new developments. That, together with
the study tours and field trips, and my Danish host-family that I
loved, have been highlights of my stay

,
t

Steven C. Robison, University of the Pacific, Fall 1990
The DIS program was one of the biggest challenges I have
ever had to face. I have learned so much because I was experiencing
the curriculum in addition to fust reading about it. The study
tours arranged by DIS added tremendously to this real life expe
rience'. Europe is expensive but with DIS I got more than full
value for the money 1 spent.

M

Yolanda James, University of Connecticut, Fall 1990
For further information please contact:

Office of International Programs
University of the Pacific, Bechtel International Center
Stockton, CA 95211
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The politics of public opinion

7' \A/A

1

News is not good for Los Angeles Police Chief Danyl Gates, and possibly
for just reasons. Gates, though often criticized and praised, has found himself
in a quite a bind with the recent exposure of police brutality on the LA police
force. As if that were not enough, the case has grown even larger with the
controversy as to whether or not Gates should resign from his post or be
removed.
Unfortunately, a glitch in the bureaucratic hierarchy has left Gates with
the final decision. The Los Angeles Police Commission and city councilare
the only governing bodies with any influence over the suspensionorrcmoval
of apolicechief, andbothof thesebodies seem to be buttingheads.The police
commission showed their disdain for Gates' administration by suspending
him, only to have that decision overturned by the city council. Considering
that both of these boards are supposedly looking out for the best interests of
Los Angeles and its people, one canonly imagine the confusion that residents
must be feeling as they try to decipher what'sgoing oa In the meantime, as
the battle continues, it is Darryl Gates himself who holds the bag. He can
choose to resign, thus satisfying a large population in the area, or he can
continue to the delight of his supporters and staff.
It is truly sad toconsider theconsequences of this scenario. First, we find
a police department in full support of their chief, while many of the people
they serve are in complete oppositioa Next, we find a heavily populated and
crime-ridden city with a continually decreasing opinion of the credibility of
the city's police department And finally, we have achief, Gates, whom many
would say was the cause of the furor to begin with, left in charge of the
outcome.
Meanwhile, Los Angeles residents band together in support and oppo
sition of Gates and his administration. Their hopes? To make some sort o
sense to the city council, the policecommission and Gates himself. However,
this appears to be a case of checks and balances that not only is going towork
but may prove more harmful than good.
As the controversy brews and proposals for Gales' future are suggestec
and rejected by the powers that be, Los Angeles will suffer not only from a
possibly skewed senseof police justice, but will also see an even more tragic
decline in public opinion. Los Angeles is already an area of tensions when it
comes to law enforcement, civil rights and justice. It would be in the best
interest of its governing members to take stock in this reality and complete
this bureaucratic debate quickly, thus enabling the future police chief, be it
Gates or someone new, to get Los Angeles and its judicial morale back on
track.
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What if we focused on the positive?
By Gene Hardin
Guest Writer

Have you ever heard this? " Do you
believe everything you read?" I would
likeyou to ask yourself thisquestion. Iam
of the opinion that we live in a very
negative society, but I'm not the only
person with that opinion. You see ev
erything we do, say, eat, drink, wear, or
believeisbecauseofsomething that we've
read, heard, or seen. I am speaking, of
course, of the media Yes one facet of the
media is a newspaper just like the one
you'rereadingnow. If theabovestatement
is tnie then would it be fair to state that the

me when I tell you it is nothing but a
ratings game. Thestation that broadcasts
thelatestaboutsomesteamyloveaflairof
Donald Trump's gets a bigger audience
and therefore gets higher ratings and of
course brings in more money. Now you
say,"but Gene I like to see that" thatis my
point exactly. Everybody focuses on the
negative, BINGO anegative society.You
don't believe me? Watch yourself the
nexttimeyousitdown to watch something
on the tubeandyouhaveachoicebetween
My point is this; What if the T.V. "Lifestyles of The Rich and Famous" or
stations broadcast morepositive news? I Donald Tramp's steamy love triangle on
used to be in the television industry as "Current Affair". What if the media did a
well as radio and newspaper and believe running series on how Donald Trump

media dictatesourlives? Ifyouanswered
no to that question then you may as well
tell yourself that pigs can grow wingsand
fly! Everything is the media from T.V.
commercials to radio ads. Hollywood
tells us what towear, what style to cut our
hair etc. Now don't get me wrong this is
notablastatthe media because without it
this incredible country wouldn't be in
great standing because of thejobs thatare
created through the media.

acquired his billions or better yet how his
father acquired his millions that way at
least it would be inspiring news. So now
you say"I know how he did it, he wasin
the right place at the right time" SO
WHAT, when are you going to get off of
your duff so that you can be in the right
place at the right time? I've never seen a
story on how the Tramp empire was
created. However,Ididn'theartheendof
it when Donald Trump was loosing
money! I'm sure by now that you un
derstand my point
What if welived in a positive society?
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It's time we all recognize the great- Mr. Keating could receive an honorary | lexicon background "ty m
projects like Grace Covell Safe House
'Trick or Treat" for children of the nessof Stanford University. They have degree.
I hope the student recruitment bro
Stockton area,along with a letter writing the finest ethics department and pro
fessors in the nation. Recently they chure: show the excellence of the |
campaign to US troops.
We have been instrumental in getting raised over one billion dollars from University. I hope each graduate,
residents to participate in various campus their alumni. Press releases show they shaking hands with the president, will I
activities suchas Anchor Splash, Home are returning over $500,000 of federal remind the Stanford president of their j
coming, the Christmas candlelight pro- funds which had been expended for ethical Stanford mentors. I trust flow
cession and conservatory concerts. Not to patios, good wine, flowers, pianos and ers will be given to each graduate. I
mention thepersonal counseling and day yachts. These were"indirect costs" for hope alumni will endow some "ethics
to day interaction we carry on with our their federally funded research. Such chairs" not for their students, but ad
research skills need to be properly ministration.Perhaps they could utilize
residents.
This letter is not intended to be self- funded. I admire their excellentcultural Dr. Blaney or Dr. Orpinela from UOP,
serving, however, we take pride in our taste. I hope they will consider special if none are to be found on Stanford's
community and the role we play in it administrative awards to be given to campus. I commend Stanford for no
Grace Covell's band frolic presentation the administration for their high ethical athletic scandals, high standards of
perpetuated the many stereotypies and standards. I hope their administration excellence, high ratings by magazines
misconceptions of not only what it is to will consider Keating as a graduation and newspapers. The alumni should
live in Grace, but also about theResiden speaker, particularly due to the fact that continue to support such excellence
the Reagan Presidential Library was ($1 billion a year).
tial Life staff.
The Residential Life Staff of turned down on moral grounds. Perhaps
David P Hermanson
Grace Covell

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Untvmlty of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211

James Miller

A/

Band Frolic hits sour note
This letter is in response to the band
frolic presentation by residents of Grace
Covell.We,asResidentAssistants,found
the derogatory basis for their skit in ref
erence to our position offensive.We were
portrayed as unreasonable,close-minded
and not supportive of our community.
In actuality, we have continually
supported ourcommunity through many
channels, including community council,
programmingevents,socialactivitiesand
facilitating a positive living experience
within our hall.
As evidence to the above statement,
we provide an abbreviated list of activi
ties in which we have been involved
There was Grace Covell's winter ball,
camping excursions and broomball. Nu
merous programs and discussions were,
and are,being planned around topicssuch
as the Gulf War, homophobia, personal
safety and drag and alcohol awareness.
We have initiated community service

Stanford stands for excellence

(nife attack
n Isreal kills
seven
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Should the U.S. intervene in the Iraqi Civil War?

Kevin Dangers
Junior
IAC/ Economics

No, because I think it would be
viewed as imperialistic by the inter
national community.

Michelle Wells
junior
Political Science/Pre-Law

Yes, because I think it is going to be
the only effective option in removing
Hussein from power.

Kristine Leach
Senior
Liberal Studies/Social Sciences

No, I don't think we should intervene. However, we should do
somethinghnmonitoriantohelpthe
Auras-

Renee Agress
Junior
Political Science

No. We're consistently intervening
and interfering, which their culture
doesn't Me. I think they'd rather
work out their own problems.

BSNSS

Kathie Madigan
Sophomore
Music Therapy

No I think w/oW

//
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Thomas Prather
Sophomore
Music Management

enn,

ing on pmbtems attome

I think we should because freedom
needs to be defended.
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OASIS hosts international conference
By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
"US/USSR: Old Interests, New
Allies", "The Emergence of Economic
Power" and "Militarism: The Use of
Force in the 1990's" were the three
interrelated, international themes dis
cussed last weekend at the Spring
Conference, entitled "Recognizing
Global Change". This marked the third
annual Open Assembly of the School
of International Studies (OASIS) The
two day conference presented ample
opportunity for noted speakers to
presentand share their views withUOP
students, colleagues and community
members on the pressing issues of the
world today.
According to OASIS, the purpose
of the conference was not only to

"stimulate international awareness and
a closer analysis of global issues," but
also to provide "a conference that
addressed several timely issues from
varying perspectives" which would
enhance the principle of theimportance
of the interdisciplinary education re
quired by SIS.
AccordingtoformerOASIS speaker
Salena Spain, the conference was met
with positive response from both par
ticipants and guest speakers. "Several
speakers said they were impressed by
the fact that the students had initiated
the conference on their own," said
Spain.
The conference consisted of three
panel discussions of the themes be
ginning on Friday and ending on Sat
urday. The key speaker, Dr. John Hurst
of UC Berkeley, presented the partici

pants with the idea of a "New World
Order," in which the need for "un
earthing the seeds of fire," was of utmost
importance. Hurstconcluded his speech
by suggesting a change from that of
"Recognizing" to one of "Creating
Global Change." "I would recom
mend that you, too, include action as an
integral part of your education and
lives so that you too can beactors in the
making of history, and not merely
flotsam," said Hurst.
Associate Dean of SIS, Dr. David
Keefe, concluded the conference by
tying in Hurst's speech. Keefe ad
dressed the issue of concentrating on
global change and whether it was too
idealistic, if it could be created.
Panel speakers consisted of Dr. Gary
Hausladen, University of Nevada; Enid
Schreibman, a Soviet citizen diplomat;

Spotlight on campus foreign faces
By Katherine Marshall
Staff Writer
millions or better yet how hi

He's the epitome of the stereotypi
cal"Latin Lover." EveraldoPlascencia
is handsome, dark eyed and will charm
you with his deep, accented voice. He
admits now that the main pastimes for
teenagers in his country is flirting. By
now, you might have supposed that Ev
lives in Spain or Mexico. Well, that is
wrong. Ev grew up and still resides in
nearby Modesto, California.
Why, then, are you reading this ar
ticle in the International section? BecauseEvPlascenciaisaperfectexample
of someone who has been swirled into
America's "melting pot" without los
ing his cultural flavor. Ev was born in
Jalisco, Mexico, 19yearsagoandsince
his relocation as an infant, he has vis
ited his home town at least once a year.
His parents have taken great pains to
encourage the preservation of his
Mexican background, "My parents

cdhis millions that way j
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Knife attack
in Isreal kills
seven
By Monica Yadegar
Senior Staff Writer
Responding to recent Arab knife
attacks, Israel retaliated last Sunday by
demanding the deportation of four Palestinianactivists. The series of knifings
occurred following the death of seven
teen Palestinians by gun fire in a riot in
Jerusalem last October. Thestabbings
have taken sixteen Jewish lives, six of
which have taken place in the past
month. During the past week, one
Israeli has been killed and five wounded
by knifings in central Israel.
The demand for the Palestinians'
deportation has been met with con
demnation from the international com
munity. The Palestinians'lawyer has
filed for an appeal with a military review
committee. If rejected, theappealcould
be made to Israel's Supreme Court, a
court which has never overturned an
army deportation order.
According to officials, the deporta
tion order is meant to act as a warning
for Palestinian anti-Israeli occupation
leaders.
I
I

never let me speak English at home,
which did hinder my education for the
first five or six years of school," he
recalledinperfectEnglish."My mother
still doesn't speak it. She relies on one
of her sonsor daughters when she goes
out." Ev is proud of his parents'job in
raising him. They instilled in Ev the
standards of Mexican culture:a strong
sense of morality, good manners and
respect for religion.
Ev quips, "If I had a lot of money,
I'd love to live in Mexico year round,
but without American money, Mexico's
no party." As an American in Mexico,
Ev has a blast. He goes to the Plaza,
where all of the local teenagers spend
their free time and flirts with theladies.
"Everything's in walking distance."
Most of what teenagers do in Mexico
sounds pretty familiar. They go to yo
gurt shops, the cinema and hang out
with friends.
'Teenagers in Mexicohave a differ
ent emphasis than Americans," Ev

Dr.Gerald Hewitt,UOP; HiiomichiAoki,
Consul for Economic Affairs in the
Consulate General of Japan in San
Francisco; Dr. Glen Atkinson, UN Reno;
Dr. Peter Lindert, UC Davis; Dr. Martin
Needier, UOP; Wilbur Hubbell, board
memberofthePeaceandJusticeNetwork
in San Joaquin County and Gary A.
Rutihauser, US Army Intelligence.
Between thediscussions, meals were
offered andentertainmentwas provided
by Tony and Ray of Mc Flys. Accord
ing to Spain, approximately 40 to 50
people attended the conference. "It
went really well. The speakers tried to
integrate what they were speaking on
with the overall theme of the confer
ence," said Spain. Any person interested
may listen to taped versions of the
speeches at the OASIS office located in
the George Wilson Hall.

Deaths
occur in
South
African
gathering
By RaeAnn L. Ramsey
International Editor

In Johannesburg,South Africa 12
people
were killed and 29 were in
Everaldo Plascencia
jured on Sunday, March 24 during an
states.. They go to Mass weekly and African NationalCongress gathering.
Confession monthly. Ev admires these The meeting took place outside in
the Black township of Daveyton and
qualities of his culture.
Ev enjoys life as an American, too. was broken up by local police because
He studies mathematical science and the ANC did not have clearance to
Spanish, and participatesin the sportof hold the gathering.
Members of the ANC were un
track. He's an interesting person to get
aware
that clearance was needed,
to know on campus and he's very
since
Justice
Minister H J. Coetsee
congenial to talk to.
announced Friday that there would
no longer be restrictions placed on
outdoor gatherings.
The incident angered Black town
ships and increased hostility toward
the South African Police. The vio
lence was the latest in a resurgence of
occurrences that has disturbed
of our countries and demonstrates townships near Johannesburg.
the consistency and forward looking
The ANC supporters on Sunday,
domestic and foreign policies of the estimated at 200 or more, were said
USSR."
to have machetes, clubs, firebombs
Cindy Lake, Gina McCreary, and other weapons. The Inkatha,
Michelle Adams, Vidah Hekmaty, said to support the ANC, also held a
Cindy Karr, Karren Gee, Michelle rally on Sunday. Each group had
Glau, Christina Bieler and Vicky arms that members of the Zulu tribal
Bargagliotti were the UOP students culture are allowed by authorities to
who were lucky enough to take part carry. Inkatha members, however,
in this landmark event Students from were not involved in the violence on
the Communication Department were Sunday.
involved in media relations for the
The South African Police found
symposium. When not working with 17 bodies in Alexandra and Tembisa
the press they made themselves useful since Friday, all due to the recent up
by filling in any jobs that needed to rise between rival Black factions.
be done to keep the symposium
The most recent victims in
Alexandra were involved in an on
running smoothly.
Todd Dorf, a graduate student at going struggle between loyai ANC
UOP who teaches Public Speaking, supporters and hostile residents who
was one of the media relations coor favor the Inkatha. The death toll is
dinators of the event. He was very now over 50, though officials from
pleased with the symposium and was both organizations have tried to ne
enthusiastic about the role of the gotiate a truce.
students who took part in it, "The
organizers of the symposium, both Apply to work on the
Sovietand American, were impressed
with the professional, efficient and
helpful behavior of the UOP stu
Pacifican Staff
dents."

Students involved in Soviet/
American Symposium
By Laurel Handly
Staff Writer

Forty of the top scientists from the
Soviet Union and well over one hun
dred of America's business leaders
and decision makers met together at
the Soviet-American Symposium on
March 13 in San Francisco to work
together towards an improved tech
nological future. The goal of the
Symposium, which was called
Coventures, was for the USSR and
the USA to be able to exchange in
formation, compare technology and
develop trade relationships.
The symposium was held in the
format of presentations and round
table discussions between the Sovi
ets and the Americans. Some of the
major topics discussed were: a solu
tion to the drought in California, ad
vanced cancer treatments,laser tech
nology and computer science inno
vations.
In a letter to the participants of the
symposium, Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev stated, 'The fact that this
Soviet-American Symposium is tak
ing place further unifies the peoples

By Don Sherman, Senior Staff Writer

Another Spring Break has come It looked like a cheap karate film,
and gone and an equivalent number of kind where the lips and the voii
brain cells have come and gone with don't match.
it, I'm sure. My vacation was not
Saddam was speaking quietly
wasted, though, on parties, perusing General Khadafi. "So you see, Mo,
and fun. No, no, no! Instead I spent have the course all laid out. Each o
my free time with an old friend of my 18 provinces will have one hole]
mine, Dr. Lune E. Tewnz. Dr. Tewns Each player takes their Lear-Jet
is a prominent man in his field. When flies over the course, trying to drop
he enters a new place, somebody infidel as close to each hole as pos
eventually recognizes him, especially sible. The player with the highesi
if he's at home at the time.
degree of accuracy wins! Preuy neat|
Dr. Tewnz has been working on huh?"
perfecting his own version of thetime"Yes,yes. Ilikeit,"repliedKhadafi
machine. He calls his invention the "but what about the so called *19i
"Reagan-Runner." "Why the ode to hole'? You know, the 'rest stop',
the former Big R?" "Did he donate 'watering hole',the 'oasis', as it woe'
some bucks for the project," I asked. Every goodcourse has one." "Really, 'I
"Oh no, nothing like that. It's just that askedSaddam,"Areyou sureofthis?'|
the machine only goes backward, and "Positive," said Khadafi, tossing hi;
when you return to the present you scarf over his shoulder, "and I rel
can never remember what you did," to put my name on any course tha|
said Tewnz.
doesn't have one. And you kno'
"Wait a minute, Doc. If you can perfectly well that membership ii
never remember that you went any this club is low as it is, what wii
where, then how do you even know Honecker and Ceacescu dead. Yoi
that it works," I asked. "Simple! need my good name."
What handy little invention recently
Saddam was fuming. He yelli
showed us that the LAPD does more for his brother-in-law, who in
than eat donuts," He replied.
pointed out one of his own sta:
"The video camera, of course!" I members."Off with his head!" yell
spouted,"Why didn'tl thinkof that!" Saddam. He then turned back
"Becauseyou'restupid," said the Doc. Khadafi and said, "OK. So su]
"Now hand me those goggles, we're we get a 19th Hole. Where should ii
going for a trip." And with that, we be located?" "Why at the end of
hopped into Reagan-Runner. "Where course," he replied.
are we off to?" I asked."Rome during
"Let's see," said Saddam, lookin;
the time of Augustus Caesar? Greece over the huge map before him, "thi
during the time of Aristotle? India course runs from north to south
during the time of Ghandi?"
Faisal! Tomorrow we invade Kuwait
"No,"shouted theDoc."ElTorito's Tell the troops." "But, sir," cri<
during the time of happy hour! They Faisal, nervously twisting his hat]
had a special last week; 25 cent beer." "won't the rest of the world be just
"Oh, come on Doc! Can't we do little bit upset? And what about th<
something more important," I asked. Americans?"
"What's more important than 25 cent
"Nonsense," said Saddam
beer!?" he shouted. I had forgotten his "George Bush loves golf. He know;
legendary taste for Tecate'. "Alright, that no good course is without a 19
but after thatwe go somewhere excit Hole. He'll understand. Besides,
ing!" With a nod from the Doc, we , named, my elite troops after his po
were off.
litical party, didn't I? Now get busy,
After quenching our thirstand then want that place leveled by September.'!
passing the Regan-Runner's built in "Yes, your Dictatorship, sir," sail
'Breath-O-Lizer' sobriety test, we Faisal as he scurried out of the room
headed for Baghdad, Iraq. The timer
"Come on," said the Doc, "We'vi
was set for August 1, 1990. "Why seen enough." A few minutes late;
Iraq, Doc?" I queried. "I've always we were back at his place. "Doc,"
wanted to know," he replied,"what said,"YoumeantotellmethatSa<
was going through Saddam's mind invaded Kuwait just to use it as
before he invaded Kuwait Assuming Clubhouse?" "No, Saddam Hussei
he hasa mind, that is." A short fifteen is much more ruthless than that Bu|
seconds later, we landed with a believe you me," he said,"all over
'thump' inside Saddam's palace.
world the road of political power i
"Won't they see us?" I whispered. paved with stupid decisions. It's jus|
"No way," said Doc. "We're com the degree of stupidity that changes]
pletely invisible."We then woundour Like the Bay of Pigs, the Gulf oi
way through the cavernous facility Tonkin, having Manuel Noriega oi
until we came into what appeared to the CIA payroll, things like that'
be a huge map room. Standing in the "Say," I said, "if you've got a timi
comer were Saddam Husseinand that machine, can't you go back am
change those things?"The Doc looki
Daffy Khadafi from Libya.
Dr. Tewnz placeda small earphone at me with a grin and said, "If I couli
in my hand."Put that in your ear," he change the mistakes of the past, di
said, "and you'll be able to hear them you think Dan Quayle would still b<
in English." I did as he instructed. Vice President,?" Ooh, good point
Sure enough, I heard them in English. Doc. Good point!

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

MORRIS CHAPEL
Sunday April 14
11:00 am

1991-92

Tuesday Meditation
April 16 12:00 - 12:45

TIGER'S YOGURT

SUMMER SPECIAL

UOP's favorite yogurt shop

ONE MONTH FREE STORAGE AT

Close Campus Location

4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(near Pharmacy school)
Open Daily 11am-10pm

MINI STORAGE

A^

2055 N. West Lane Stockton, CA. 95205

(205) 466-7997
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One month tree rent with a minimum of two
months paid rent at our low prices.
Offer good with this coupon only and to new
customers only.
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Offer expires 5/26/91
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FEATURE
The glue that holds the university together
Behind the scenes at UOP, there is
adiverserangeof activities. Everything
from scheduling athletic events to
managing the University Center takes
careful planning and great organization.
This week,The Pacifican looks at five
University offices and the staff mem
bers who keep everything running
smoothly.

Linda Welin
By Michael Sklut

Her duties as office coordinator in
In addition to her workhere,Carolyn
volve
the management of the UC game
spends time writing a biweekly col
room
and lounge as well as making
umn for the Stockton Record.The col
facility reservations for groups who are
umn covers issues on aging. Carolyn
says that "Anything from nutrition to interested in using them on campus.
Debbie grew up in the Los Altos
exercise to medical care" is discussed,
as well as information on special events area which is south of San Francisco
and education. "The population is re and then moved toLodi when she was
ally changing." says Abbott, who has a senior in high school. She still makes
been writing the column for about a her home in the Lodi area with her
husband.
year and a half.
One of Debbie's main interestsout
Carolyn's creativity is expressed in
side
of UOPis golf. Whenever she has
her writing and art. Working in ce
a
spare
moment, you can find her out on
ramics, stained glass, and photography,
the
links
working on her game. Shehas
she tries to bring out the details in
been
working
at it for about three years
nature that she has grown toappreciate.
now
and
finds
it to be quite enjoyable.
Raised in San Bemadino, California,
When
she
is
not
out on the golf course,
she spentalotof timeoutdoors with her
she
has
other
interests
that take up her
two horses.
time.
She
enjoys
reading,
listening to
Her ability to keep track of Com
music
and
sewing.
To
top
it
all off, she
munication professorsprobably comes
from her experiences keeping track of loves to cook.
The one thing that Debbie really
her eight children, she and her husband
having four each from previous mar likes about working at Pacific is the
riages. They range from 17 to 27, she contact she has with students on cam
having three girls and a boy and her pus. She came to enjoy this contact
husband the same."It was not the Brady when she was working in admissions
Bunch, that's a bunch of hooey!" she and continues to get a lot of it while
half-jokingly says when describing working in the McCaffrey Center. She
Carolyn Abbott
claims that the students give her inter
home life.
By Michael Tar
Carolyn and her. husband are re- nal drive thatkeeps her going and never
The Communication department is modelingahomeon BodegaBay, where offer a dull moment.
known for its diverse faculty and areas she hones to eventnallv live
Debbie has several ambitions in li fe.
of study. Keeping track of everyone
the most important of them is to be
comes easy to Carolyn Abbott, author,
supportive of her husband and his ca
Debbie Crane
artist, UOPalumni, mother, and mem
reer. Even though her career here at
By Michael Beauchamp
ber of what she calls the "third oldest
Pacific is important to her, she likes to
Have you ever been passing through see other people succeed in what they
profession."
Secretaries, according to Carolyn, the McCaffrey Center and stopped to do. She described the feeling that she
came along sometime after prostitu wonder who the person was sitting in gets from it as "self-satisfying." She
tion and motherhood. Having worked the office directly across from the book also finds it important to keep in con
in the Communication Department for store? Her name is Debbie Crane, and
three and a half years, Carolyn says, she is the office coordinator for the
"It's never a dull moment It slows McCaffrey Center.
Debbie has been employed at UOP
down once in a while, but it's a fun
place." Carolyn has worked atUOP for for 15 years and has been office coordi
eleven years. She started in Admis nator for the past six years. Before she
sions, then worked in the Department took over the position, she worked in
of Drama and Dance, and most re the admissions office as a senior evalucently in the Financial Aid office.
ator.

Looking at UOP from an athletic
perspective might be new to Welin,
but attending sporting events with
her family is not. She attended a
variety of sporting events at Lincoln
High when her husband was princi
pal for 10 years and her son went to
school there. Now that both are
finished, she still finds herself at
tending sporting events. "We go to a
lot of tennis matches, and whenever
the Dodgers come to the Bay Area,
we go watch them play the Giants."
Despite her heavy schedule, Welin
manages to find time for occasional
travel. "We are starting to travel
quite a bit. We were in the Orient last
spring on school business. He [my
husband] worked and I played and
that was a lot of fun. I'd like to do a
lot more of that."
When she is not traveling or
dealing with the traffic in the athletic
department, Welin likes to relax at
home and work on creative things. "I
like to do creative sewing and gar
dening and any other creative oudets

The athletic department is prob
ably one of the more busy and di
versified offices on campus. That is
why Linda Welin loves her job so
much. By being the administrative
secretary to the athletic director,
Welin loves the fact that "you never
know who you are going to talk to
when you pick up the phone."
After moving to Stockton when
her husband took over an adminis
trative position for the Lincoln Uni
fied School District, Welin began
working part-time for the School of
Education and then the Counseling
Center at UOP. It was not until her
two children were entering college
that she decided she wanted a fulltime job and it just so happened that
there was an opening. "Ijustkindof
fell into the job,"Welin admits. "The
football secretary knew I was look
ing for a full-time job, and she in
formed me that there was an admin
istrative opening with the athletic
department." She is still surprised
she has been at UOP so long.
Although she attends some UOP
sporting events and works directly
with the sports department, she will
be the first one to admit that she
never knew too much about UOP's
athletic department. "I have always
seen Pacific from an academic
viewpoint and seeing it from prima
rily an athletic viewpoint is very dif
ferent for me."

tact with students who she has become
friends with to hear of their success
after leaving Pacific.
Debbie is very helpful to students
who walk through the door and seek
her assistance on a day-to-day basis,
butshe recalls those instances thatmake
her feel extra special. The times when
students write her thank you notes for
her effort in thereservation of roomson
campus really make her day.

I Jks>
fcvr iT,."
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Gail Hellmer
By Dave Brown
Meet Gail Hellmer! Sheis the assis
tant director of residential life and
housing. Originally from New Mexico,
Hellmer has been working for UOP
since 1985.
In her days before coming to UOP,
Gail utilized her people skills in fire fight
ing and as adispatcher and paramedic. "I
enjoy helping people and providing as
sistance," said Hellmer.
She grew up in the tiny town of
Alamogordo, New Mexico, which is 80
miles west of El Paso, Texas. She left
because she did not see much of a future
for herself there.
Hellmer is well traveled and lived in
Germany fear three years while attending
high school. "It was a good experience,
and I would live there again," she said.
Although she does not speak German
fluently,shelearnedenoughtoget through
daily living activities such as shopping.
What Gail enjoys most about her po
sition is the variability associated with it.
"Dealing with students is different each
day." Her duties consist of supervising
billing for both tuition and damages,

Gail Hellmer
waking closely withthephysical plamtc
insure upkeep of campus facilities,assignment of students to residence facili
ties and developing and coordinating
A Who
policies with the director and other staff
members.
Gail, who is an invaluableresource to
the UOPcommunity, has much enthusi
asm fa her job, colleagues and UOP in
general/Thereisafamily-lifeatmospheie ;inded)^dtht
here at school," she says. "People go an
begins
extra mile to help."
!.The fi
When Gail is not waking, she has
IfathK*
many other responsibilities that keep ha
busy. Currently, sheis working towarda inthetumsconun^
Asthe3-manhi'
master's degree in psychology at UOP r
iffound-Astnc
Gail is alsoa wife and the mother of two othersconunueroU "f
boys. When she has time fa herself, she
enjoys shopping, waking out and skiing
In thefuture she says,"I wantto remain si
c
UOP in a service-oriented position that 3-Man D*
best utilizes my skills and training."
V
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|
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Right Pltn
Drinks

Left Ploy
Drinks
3-Man Dri

Quotable Quotes
Compiled, by Krista Huntsman

A beautiful woman without a brain in her head
can still be exciting.
-Oliver Stone

I may not be everyone's cup of tea, but I might
be someone's glass of champagne.
-Kathie Lee Gifford

All is forthebestin thebest of all possible worlds.
-Voltaire

I don'tknowaboutyou, butwinning a Grammy
sure helped me get laid.
-Bonnie Raitt
Last year's four-time Grammy winner, to
Don Henley at this year's ceremony

When the going gets tough, the tough go
shopping.
-Anonymous

Have nothing...that you do not know to be
useful or believe to be beautiful.
-William Morris

Someone in Nashville is quoted as saying, 'If
Randy Travis isn't gay, then my grandmother
is Willie Nelson.' The person that made that
statement...better tell your grandmother to
buy a red wig, get a bandana and learn to sing
through her nose.
-Randy Travis

I don't even get an allowance.
-Macaulay Culkin
10-year-old star of the
S240 million hit 'Home Alone'

Up until the last tour, [my mom and I] shared
a room. The letting-go stage was me saying,
'That's it. I want my own room.' It's pretty
funny, because I was turning 19.
If there is a nuclear war, only two things will
-Debbie Gibson
survive—Keith Richards and bugs.
-Bill Hicks, comedian

What A Great Experience!
Learning the Language.
Meeting People. Coming face1
face with history, art and archi;
tecture, culture, food and fun.

FOR YOUR PROTECTION

JUST WEAR IT!

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM
Small classes. Personal attenti'
Fully accredited - courses
transfer to your school. We
provide great classes in intensl
language, history, anthropolo|
art, business, economics, politil
science... Organized field trips
and more. You provide the
enthusiasm.

Il'kiiiniitftii..
ALTHOUGH WE DON'T CARRY ALL SAFETY ITEMS YOU WILL FIND MOST "SAFE
CYCLING" ITEMS ON SALE ALL MONTH AT ROBBY'S

Too Many Brands
To Mention!!

10% Discount to UOP
Students With Student Card

University Studies
Abroad Consortium
Library/322
University of Nevada
Reno, Nevada 89557-0093
(702.) 784-6569

• tMES • SERVICE • ACCESSORIES

I

I Tune-up Special

I
I

i

$19

95

1

Covers all minor.
adjustments. •
Not Including |

.T

i

• CALL ROBBY'S FOR DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS

7931-B Thornton Rd
951-4371
(End of Pacific On Left Side Behind Manny's Restaurant)

CHILE • FRANCE • ITALY • SPAIN
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Drinking games. They are one of
the many things students learn at
freshman orientation that helps them
through college. With confusion over
the rules of Shotgun somewhat settled,
an even greater problem has arisen.
How does one play the most compli
cated drinking game ever created?
While this story is in no way intended
to promote drinking in itself,it is hoped
that all UOP students of legal drinking
age will abide by our alcohol policy
and drink responsibly.
That being said, let's talk about "3man."
Do you play off the one when roll
ing one die? When does "Thumbmaster" come into effect? Who is the3man? What does Ronnie Lott have to
do with it? These questions and more
have led to many heated battles (no pun
intended), and the evolution of at least
four versions of the game.
3-man begins with players taking
turns rolling the dice. The first to roll a
three rolls again. If a three comes up
again, the turns continue until a 3-man
is found. As the 3-man holds his office,
the others continue rolling the dice and
the 3-man drinks if a three shows on

one or both of the dice, or if the total roll
equals three. Once established, the 3man is such until he rolls a three. Un
less you are playing the Multiple 3Man Version, there is only one 3-man
at any time, and the ex-three man does
notappointanew 3-man. This isdecided
by a roll of the dice, just as the game
began. Confused yet? Read on.
Besides three, each player can roll
other "magic numbers" thataffectgame
play. Cut out the handy chart for as
sistance.
If the game is being played using a
pitcher to fill drinks, the 3-man is des
ignated "Beer Dork" and must fill the
pitcher when it goes dry. This also
applies when players need fresh drinks.
The answer to the most-asked
question about 3-man: No, when roll
ing one die you do not "play-off-theone" that's already on the table. Ever.
This makes 3-man entirely too con
fusing. Say during a "Tiki" the bottle
spins and points to the 3-man. He is
given one die, and rolls a three.Does he
drink three times or four times? Is he
still three man? If not, does he drink at
all, or three times? And if he is not, does
his roll of 3,1 constitute a new "Tiki"
and must the bottle be spun again,or is
it time to find a new three man? Maybe
it's time to play quarters.

3-Man Dice Combinations

(0 0
00
• • [•

Right Player
Drinks
Left Player
Drinks

00
0@

3-Man Drinks

00
00
00
00
• •"

••

••
••

Touch-yernose-master
Ronnie Lott
Mexicali
Tiki
Roller's Choice

or any doubles
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Dump

The UOP Art Gallery presents the neo-expressionistic paintings of Santiago Vaca, from April 9-26. Mr
Vaca will give a lecture on his works Friday, April 12
at 6 pm., in the McCaffrey Center Conference Room'
located next door to the UOP Gallery. A reception for
By Carrie Gritton
the artist will be held immediately afterwards, from
Entertainment Editor
approximately 7-9 pm. in the Gallery. The public is
Delta Gamma is having their 2nd invited and admission is free.
annual Delta Dump this Saturday, Apr.
Santiago Vaca was born and raised in Ecuador,
13 at 2 pm. in the Brookside Field. For moved to Arizona at a young age, and now resides in
those of you who do not know what the Chicago. Influenced by his Latin American upbring
Delta Dump is, let meclarify; the Delta ing, his paintings reflect the politically volatile nature
Dump is a newly established UOP tra of Latin American nations. Through vibrant colors,
dition which entails gridding off the Vaca boldly expresses human anguish and drama in
Brookside Field, buying and selling of his works.
land squares and, you guessed it, the
The UOP Art Gallery is located in the McCaffrey
cow s designation of the winner with Center. Gallery hours are: Mon.- Fri., 9 am.- 8 pm.;
its infamous 'dump'.
Sat. and Sun., 3 - 9 pm. Admission is free.
The field will be divided into the
"Low '"tensity Warfare," by Santiago Vaca
number of tickets sold and each ticket n
number will be randomly distributed to
a piece of the field, entitling every
ticket owner to an equal chance at
I found The Servant of Two Mas stone unturned while exploring topics
owning the winning square. The win
ters, the department of drama and of human interest These topics in attempt to attain financial stability,
ning person (of the cow's choice) will
dance's first spring production, very cluded love, deceit, financial security Beatrice disguised herself as Florindo!
receive 20% of all money raised on the
her recently deceased brother.She then
amusing. The cast and crew members and marriage.
project. There will also be a raffle for
proceeded
toexplore a male dom inated
should be commended for their effort
Characters stimulation is the most business world.
other various gifts and prizes which
and a job well done. A special note of obvious task of any actor/actress. This
will take place as the cow roams the
Prior to his death, Florindo was
recognition should be reserved for Dr. simply requires that a character live-up
field.
engaged to the daughter of Senor
Wolak. He adapted Carlo Goldini's to the minimal expectations of the au
All proceeds from the De|fa Dump
17th century play intoa humorous multi dience. Beatrice was perhaps the most Pantaio. Now, in order to secure her
true identity, Beatrice would have to
go to the philanthropy of the Delta
dimensional farce.Thesetting was Alta, believable of all the characters in the
follow through with the marriage. To
Gamma sorority, which is sight conser
California sometime in the 18th cen play. She was partrayed by Annette
complicate matters further, her brother's
vation and aid to the blind.This year the
tury. The characters wore Mexican garb Wicks. Beatrice was well rounded,
bride-to-be is in love with another man.
profits will be donated to the Stockton symbolic of that era
combining qualities such as humor, Young Silvio, the son of the town's
Unified School District to help needy
The characters in the play left no wit, intelligence and cowardice. In an
families pay for their children's exten
(See MASTERS, back page)
sive eye examinations and eyeglasses.
The Delta Gamma sorority wel
comes all UOP students, faculty and
community members to join them in
the fun filled event for a worthy cause.
The Armadillo made its fourth ap students relax over chips and salsa,
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased pearance at the Universityof thePacific while they talk with friends. The music served and the pledges of Phi Mu Al
from any pledge member of Delta last Saturday with an audience of 200. is provided by the brolhers of Phi Mu pha served as waiters for the evenL
This year's event which was spon
Gamma.
ThisArmadillo is not an animal, though; Alpha and other Conservatory musi
sored by Bud Light, had the largest
it is the annual jazz club, hosted by Phi cians. Several alumni also made it back
turnout yet, drawing students from the
Mu Alpha, UOP's professional men's to campus with their instruments to
whole
University. Sats Larry Solak, the
music fraternity.
participate in the music-making. fraternity'ssocial chairman said,"We're
Held in Music D, the quonset-hut Alumnus Doug Huft, who recently had
really developing a reputation on
band room of yesteryear,the Armadillo his trombone stolen out of his car,
campus for theArmadillo. People who
offers students an evening of spontane explained^ "I just bought this trombone
have been once, make a point of com
ous jazz with unique night club atmo at a pawn shop so I could play tonight"
ing back the next year."
sphere. Illuminated by candlelight,
Beer, refreshments and chips were

Servant" masters the moment

Armadillo jazzes it up

Editors:
Staff picture at tonight's
meeting, so be there!
— James
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DELIVERS FREE
Anywhere on campus 7 days a week
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YO U ' L L B E S U R P R I S E D A T W H A T LI N C O L N CE N T E R H A S .

BONUS PLAN

O VER 1 1 0 BUSINESSES, MANY UNIQUE AND ONE OF A KIND STORES,
OFFERING A BROAD RANGE OF STYLES AND CHOICES.

^ps

E ASY TO FIND: FOLLOW P ACIFIC AVENUE NORTH FOR 3 MILES.

ORDER BY PHONE OR STOP BY THE SUMMIT
ANYTIME BETWEEN 7:30 - 11 PM
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UOP men's basketball receives minimal restrictions

Fiday, April 12
Baseball vs. UC Irvine
Softball at Hawaii (DH)
:
Tennis vs. West Valley College
Saturday April 13
Baseball vs. UC Irvine

1:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. (HST)
2:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

Sunday April 14
Baseball vs. UC Irvine
Softball at Hawaii (DH)

1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. (HST)

Monday April 15
Tennis vs. St. Mary's

2:00 p.m.

Tuesday April 16
Baseball vs. USE

3:00 p.m.

Sports Editor
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Infractions
Committee has placed the University
of the Pacific's Men's Basketball pro
gram on a two-year probation as part of
the penalty for violations committed
during the 1984-86 season.
During that time violations, which
were classified as "major" by the
NCAA, involved airline travel, tele
phone and clothing privileges given to

Women's tennis is
on a roll
Before the rain and Spring Break
came, the women's tennis team had a
satisfying week. On March 21 they
defeated the Fresno State Bulldogs at
home, (7-2). Then on Saturday, March
23, the women upset Harvard Univer
sity (6-3).
Against the Fresno State Bulldogs
the Tigers were not at full strength,
with co-captain Tisha Lee out with a
virus. This did not seem to halter the
Tigers as Lisa Matsushima, Kimberly
Chang, JulieRadderandKananiGalolo
won in singles and then Pacific followed
by sweeping the doubles. UOP had
defeated Fresno two weeks ago at
Fresno so the pressure was on for a
repeat performance and the young
team's appeared to thrive on pressure
as it went out and methodically got the
job done.
Two days later the Harvard Crimsonrolledinto town withprevious UOP
coach Gordon Graham in charge. The
UOP women did notlet his knowledge
of their game bother them as they won
fouroutofsixsingles. ThoughLeewas
still sidelined, they were lucky to have

their other co-captain, Matsushima,
back this week. Matsushima won at
number one singles as did O'Keefe at
number two. Chang came in at three
and Radder at four. The Tigers won
two out of three doubles, but it was not
an easy task.
The number three team of Kim
Uyemaand O'Keefe won thedeciding
match with a nail biting (7-6,7-5,7-6,
8-6) straight set win. Uyema and
O'Keefe were down 6-3 in the second
set tie-breaker and managed to win five
points in arow to win theset, match and
dual match for theTigers. "Kim Uyema
really came through when it counted,"
commented Graham.
Meanwhile, at number one doubles,
Chang and Matsushima had to go in
doors (due to rain) to defeat Amy
DeLone and Jamie Heikoff (7-5,4-6,
7-6, 7-5) in the match of the day.
Delone and Henikoff are currently the
12th ranked doubles team in thecountry.
It was theTigers numberone duo's best
win of the year and a great way to end
their bestdual-match win of theseason.

USA victorious in
Spanos Center
By Laurie Liebmann
Sports Editor
Former University of the Pacific
volleyball coach Terry Liskevych
brought his United States Women's
Volleyball team to Stockton to battle
the holders the 1988 Olympic gold
medal, the Soviet Union team .
The match between the world's
number one (USSR) and number three
(USA) ranked teams was played at
UOP's A.G. Spanos Center, Friday,
April 7 and it was the chance for the
USA toshowoneof their best programs.
They defeated the defending Olympic
champions 15-12,15-7,17-15.
The event was part of a four-match
series between the two countries. The
tour opened on April 3 in Tucson,
Arizona at University of Arizona's
McKale Center and will also stop in
Tempe, AZ. and Berkeley, CA.
"Thisisasgoodas itgets in women's
volleyball," said Liskevych, who built
the UOP program between 1976 and
1984, winning 267 matches and taking
the Tigers to the Final Four five times.
"Our team has improved dramatically
in the last year and a half and playing
the Soviets in this type of series gives

us a good chance to be measured against
the best. It's greattobeable to bring this
type of event to Stockton."
The American squad, which fin
ished third at last year's World Cham
pionships in China, is led by dynamic
outside hitter Caren Kemner, the team's
MVP in 1990. She is one of four 1988
Olympians still on the roster, joined by
middle blockers Kim Oden andTammy
Liley and backrow specialist Liane
Santo.
Liskevych is not the USA team's
oily Stockton connection. Middle
blocker Elaina Oden and outside hitter
Teri McGrath wereboth All-American
at UOP. Virtually every USA player
has competed at the Spanos Center as a
collegian.
Odenputonamore than spectacular
show at her first return to the Spanos
Center since her senior season in De
cember of 1989 with 22 kills and a .528
hitting percentage.
Now that the USA team has had a
chance to show thepower and potential
they possess, the opportunities are
endless. With continued play at this
level they could be one of the eight
teams that qualify for the 1992 Olym
pics in Barcelona

COME CHECK US OUT!!
..the*

AIMINIEX

basketball players.
In November of 1988, UOP Presi
TheNCAAinfractionsreport states
dent Bill Atchley discovered possible
that
during the two-year probation
violations and immediately took steps
Pacific
will not be subjected to the
to remove all members of the Athletic
usual
minimum
penalties which include
Department involved and report the
the
prohibition
of off-campus recruit
problem to the Big West Conference
post-season
competition
ing
activities,
and the NCAA.The school administra
and
"live"
telecasts.
Rather,
the UOP
tion cooperated fully with the investi
Men's
Basketball
team
will
be
penal
gation and these actions are what saved
ized
by
only
being
allowed
to
give
14
Pacific from severe penalties.
scholarships
per
year
instead
of
15.
"By doing the right thing and re
"While I was hoping that the NCAA
porting our own violations, I hope we
would
forego all actions against the
have set a good example for other
University, I feel that we were treated
fairly," said Atchley. "Because we re
ported our own violations, promptly
removed persons involved and coop
erated completely in the investigation,
the NCAA decided that they should

two

By Andrea Peterson

UNLVTopTen

David Letterman's Top 10 courses taken by a basketball
player at UNLV:

10. Investing your illegal recruiting money wisely
9. NBA team mascots: Are they really big animals?
8. Naming the presidents since Kennedy
7. Hydraulic principles of the keg
6. Comparative study: Your ass from a hole in the ground
5. The college classroom: Assimilation
4. Nude paintings from the olden days
3. Copying the exam of the Asian guy in front of you
2. How to spell Tarkanian
1. How to choose the best free car

Messenger returns
as new SID
By Todd Woodford
Staff Writer
The University of the Pacific has
hiredKevinMessenger,a 1987 graduate
of COP, as the school's new Sports
Information Director.
Messenger gothisfirsttasteof sports
information as an intern at Pacific. He
worked in the Sportslnformation of
fice for four years, then after graduat
ing he was hired as the senior assistant
sports information director at the Uni
versity of Nevada,Las Vegas. While at
UNLV, Messenger was primarily re
sponsible for publications, game man
agement, media relations, conference
reports, statistics for football, baseball,
women's basketball and swimming
teams. Messenger also accounted for
game management duties with the
Runnin' Rebels basketball team, in
cluding responsibilities at the 1988-89
NCAA regionals.
After three years at UNLV, Mes
senger accepted a job at Indiana State
University as the head sports informa
tion director. At Indiana, his duties
were similar tothe onesat UNLV. One
significant difference at Indiana was
that Messenger was in charge of game
management for 14 intercollegiate
sports teams.

Like it or not, you'll
learn something by
reading it.
The Pacifican
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scholarship because it will affect oi_
current recruiting," he said. "But nofl^rTj
we can move on and put this all behiniftr^fioyd ' ^ five'
US."

A

UOP Athletic Director Ted Lela* .jy. S1211^ i' ' (,
also feels confident about the future^ j in d* , n|T *
MM
1 •I
Pacific Athletics.
"I am confident that our progranMfd^tuallL^^ k.
Ml
will continue to conform to the NCA;
regulations," said Leland. "It is unfoi
tunatethatwehavetopunishourpresei
athletes, coaches and athletic staff fcf #
past mistakes."

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Tiger shows style
on court

aviate**
•bW %enil» • '

Guest Writer

Martinet
Writer
100 lk«H
Council for Eu

Lisa Matsushima

storage

Tiger Summer Special

2 for 1 Sale
One month free rent with a minimum of two months paid storage
at our already low prices.
Store at your safe and secure local Bekins Moving & Storage
Agent who is only 2 miles south of the UOP campus.

We sell new and used packing cartons.

Call arid compare our rates and services , . .
Better yet, drop by and inspect our facilities

PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING - LOW PRICES
BALLOONS - 30 DIFFERENT TYPES OF MYLAR
21 DIFFERENT COLORS OF LATEX
RENTAL EQUIPMENT - NO RENTAL FEE!!!
VCRs
Sporting Equpiment
Blenders
Camping Equipment
BBQs
Tools
Bikes
And Much More!!

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4

(209) 478-6290

Ml

Catering Available
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Matsushima and Powell to the NCa|
^
tournament last year in Florida.
rdedtwowinningj,-.
32 teams get to go in the nation and v|
pass to all Tiger V.
were chosen, so it was very exciting
, and an all expo
There is no doubt that going to Florirf
n Stockton to Bert;
has been Matsushima'a greatest
complishment at UOP so far. She sd jCalltaPolo math
ner.
has the rest of this season to top it
1
This season Matsushima has1-.All Pacific students, '
playing at the number one spot in boK™48
^
singles and doubles with teammay ?ersaree'1E1':'c
Kimberly Chang. Shehasa 12-7 reconL
in singles and her coach feels she J™ Aquatics Off^c v. t
capable of beating anyone. "Ithinksljr '^Tanner at -a .
can beat players in the top 20 in tlfi
country," coach Maze said. " SfciT
inspires the others on the team with hi i
ability to play." Her ability might lea I
her all the way to the NCAA tourniU
ment for the second year in a row.
Like any college tennis playefl
Matsushima would love to play on t!I
pro tour after graduation. Knowitj
how hard it is to make the tour, she 1
most likely going to put her degree i!
mathematics to work. "Originally
|
was going to go on the pro tour but no
the outlook is going towards getting e
masters in information systems."
j

This special summer storage discount provided to all UOP
students who bring us this ad and show us their student I.D.

946-2237

m

By Mike Sklut

We'll give you a warehouse receipt for the storage you bring us
and all you have to do is pick it up next Fall. No need to pay us
until the Fall cither!
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impose penalties thrit are far below thjtf1,1^ (h £
prescribed minimum."
y *cft
Current UOPmen'sbasketball Heafl\n
-Id ^
it •* "
a#
"Vl
f'"
Coach Bob Thomason is relieved
^
the investigation is over.
i||,^
\T" \
•
.Tige
I am disappointed about losing ai

With only five regular season
matches and the conference tourna
ment left for UOP's number-one
women's singles player, Lisa
Matsushima wants to finish with a
slam. " I'm going for the NCAA
singles title".
After starting tennis at the age of
seven under her mom's influence,
Matsushima has not stopped playing,
becoming successful at every level.
At the age of 12 she was ranked
number 13 in the nation and through
A Denver native, Messenger at
out high school she stayed in the top
tended Pacific from 1983-87 where he
80. While at a national tournament
received a bachelor's degree in com
she metthen UOP Head Coach Gordan
munications/public relations with a
Graham. "Hewasareallyniceperson
emphasis in media relations and
so I gave UOP a chance and when I
newswriting.
visited 11iked what I saw." Since then,
Now that Messenger has returned
UOP has been liking what it sees of
to Pacific he will once again oversee
Matsushima on the tennis court.
sports information and media relations
Matsushima's freshman year was
duties for 14 men's and women's Di
filled with upsand downs that saw her
vision I intercollegiate sports and will
recover from a serious knee problem
report direcdy to Athletic Director Ted
in the fall, to a promising finish in
Leland. Head football coach Walt
PCAA play. She moved from the
Harris, Head Basketball Coach Bob
number six singles spot to thenumber
Thomason and Leland are also all Pa
three spot and finished strong in the
cific graduates.
conference tournament. Her strong
Messenger has expressed both
finish was a good sign of things to
motivation and excitement about re
come. She has a winning percentage
turning to Pacific. "It is an opportunity
of 72 percent in single matches and a
I have always thought about, going
higher percentage in doubles, with
back to Pacific to pick up where I left
LesliePowell, who graduated last year,
off," said Messenger, who completes
and now with Kimberly Chang. Head
his duties at Indiana State University at
coach Bill Maze feels the reason for
the end of March. "Indiana State and
success is in her power. "She can
the people here have been nothing but
knock off winners from anywhere on
good to me in two years, but it was time
the court which is an unusual ability."
to take advantage of this opportunity
That special ability led
while I still had a chance."
"Kevin was very well thought of
when he graduated from Pacific," said
Leland. "He will make a nice addition
to our staff. He is very hard working
and is highly recommended by many."

Hours: Mon - Fri 8-9am
& 12 - 4pm

——

college and universities to follow, said
Atchley.

i*c\

SINCE 1891
MOVING AND STORAGE AGENCY

943-6683

734 Wilshire Avenue, Stockton
(South on Pershing, right on Fremont Street, left on Wilshire)
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Tiger Den- Sports Medicine Center does big things
Rv
mirtP Liebmann
I iohmntnrt
By ILaurie
and Andrea Peterson

'j Penalties^

Baseball - It was a great night for
only able to win two of them.
the Pacific Tigers behind theexcellent
Last Wednesday, Pacific played
pitching performance of Joe
Santa Clara University in a make-up
Brownholtz (8 IP, 6 H, 4 ER, 2 K)
0n «s rel,„
double-header from an earlier rain
Cst
estienri^.
'gati0n :
feliev ^! when they were able to do the un
ls ove ""CV«H
r
;
out.
TheTigers took both games from
d'saPpo
thinkable and defeat Stanford 6-4 at
the Broncos, winning the first game
Billy Hebert Field last Tuesday,
11-1 after five innings of play. Sue
snapping their three game losing
Cardinale
improved her record to 9-5
"loveon! .
"to, °Ur streak. The Tigers, 13-22 on the sea
and Pui ^ ®ut n0.
for the season, allowing only one run
son, jumped out to an early 5-0 lead in
on four hits. Wendee Espinosa and
Sa
behi
^Athletic Dir^
" "1 the second inning and never looked Roxane Oshiro each ripped a triple
back. PatFloyd hit a three-run double
and Lisa DeBenedetti added another
to cap off the Tiger's five run second
Athletics.
double to her stats. In all, the Tigers
inning rally. Stanford, 24-10, got on
m c°nfident that„
had 15 hits in the first game.
the board in the fourth inning when
,Unuetoconfo^
Pr°?
In the second game of the doubleDavid Holbrook led off with a double
^."saidl^^Ni
header,
Pacific beat the Broncos 8-2.
;,ns' ^d Leland'>r,e
and was eventually sacrificed tohome
Lea Lopez got the win to improve her
on Jeffrey Hammonds fly ball to right.
record of 7-7. One of the Tigers' 12
The Tigers answered back in their half
hits in thesecond game was a triple by
of the fourth with Ed Mylett scoring
DeBenedetti. The Tigers took an
on a sacrifice fly ball from Keith
overall record of 18-20 on the road
Johnson. Stanford added two more in last weekend to play fifth ranked
the seventh and one in the eighth to Fullerton and thenUC Santa Barbara.
finish thescoring. Brownholtzpicked
The Tigers lost all four of those
up his fifth win of the season and is games on theroad, two close ones and
now 5-4. For Stanford, starter Jamie two by blowouts. In the second game
Sepeda picked up his first loss of the at Titan Softball Complex, the Tigers
season and fell to 3-1.
put up a good fight, but it wasn't
The Tigers will be in action again enough as they lost to Fullerton 3-1.
this Friday at 1pm when they host the In the other close game, Pacific lost to
Anteaters from UC Irvine in a three
Santa Barbara in the first game of the
game Big West Conference series.
double-header 2-1.
In the other twogames, the Tigers
Softball - The Lady Tigers played weren't as lucky, losing 9-0 to Fullersix games over the break , but were (See TIGER DEN, page 10)
,.
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Water polo seeks designer
By Mike Martinez
Guest Writer
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The Tiger Water Polo team along
with the Council for Exceptional
Children is offering $100 to the person
who can best design a T-shirt for the
1991 campaign. Along with the cash
prize, the best design will also be
awarded two winning design t-shirts, a
season pass to all Tiger Water Polo
home games, and an all expense paid
trip from Stockton to Berkeley for the
Tiger-Cal Water Polo match in Sep
tember.
All Pacific students, staff and fac
ulty, as well as friends of Tiger Water
Polo players are eligible to enter the
competition. Entryformscan be picked
up at the Aquatics Office, Main Gym,
or call John Tanner at 946-2710 for

them to be mailed directly to you. All
designs will be judged for creativity,
beauty and fun. Designs must also
incorporate Tiger Water PoloandCL.C.
themes. Designs must be submitted to
Dr. Bob MacMillan, School of Educa
tion, by 4 pm. on Friday, April 26,
1991. The winners will be announced
on May 1. Decisions of the judges will
be final and all entries become the
property of Pacific C.E.C.
Shirts will be put on display and
made available for purchase on Satur
day August 31,at Kjeldsen Pool, when
the Tigers play an intrasquad game
prior to the Pacific-Sacramento State
football game.
Last year's winner was former Tiger
Water Polo great, Bob Gaughran.
Gaughran Ls nowassistantcoachatRancho
Santiago College in Santa Ana, Ca.

By Kristen Wash
Guest Writer

The sign in the hallway reads,
Warning: California law providesthat
it is illegal toaid or abet in the unlawful
sale, use or exchange of unblock ste
roids, testosterone and human growth
hormone. With a notice such as this
hanging in UOP's Sports Medicine
Center, most people would think that
this facility is only for UOP
inter-collegiate athletes. 'That is a
myth," says Michael Wilbom, head
athletic trainer for the center. "UOP
athletes only account for about 5-10
percent of our total patients. About 80
percent of our patients are from the
community."
Many students on campus are un
aware of the purpose of the Sports
Medicine Center and are equally un
informed about the kinds of services it
offers. This is probably because the
Center is new-it began in 1986, and
has only been owned and operated by
the University since Jan. 1,1989. From
1986-89, a private physical therapist
contracted for the use of UOP's facili
ties.
Under the umbrella of the Sports
Medicine Center, two separate services
are offered to fulfill the needs of both
the University and the community. The
athletic training facility provides UOP
athletes with training by certified ath
letic trainers who implement condi
tioning and preventative injury pro
grams. The physical therapy clinic has
an academically-based exercise
physiology laboratory in which mem
bers of the University as well as the
community can receive therapy for
injuries or ongoing conditions.
All UOP football players, for ex
ample, use the center for athletic
training. Only injured players utilize
the center for physical therapy. Players
generally use the physical therapyclinic
when they are post-surgical or have a
long-term disability (they cannot
practice for over two or three weeks).
"The main goal of this center is to be a
teaching clinic," said Wilbom. "Any

Summer Session in
Guadalajara!
1991
Thirty-Ninth Year

July 7 - August 15
Optional 3-week sessions
available for selected courses
1st Session: July 7-July 26
2nd Session: July 28-August 16

MONTEREY

Credit: Undergraduate &
Graduate—Up to 8 units
Opportunity to fulfill
Blllngual/ESL endorsement
&/or Spanish language
proficiency requirements
Courses In:
- Spanish Language &
Literature (Proficiency and
Communication stressed)
- Bilingual Education
- Political Science
- Anthropology
- Mexican Music and Dance
' Live with a Mexican family
' Travel to local and
surrounding sites

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

S U M M E R
INTENSIVE

LANGUAGE
PROGRAM

JUNE 26 - AUGUST 21, 1991

revenues generated stay within the
Sports Medicine Department so that
we can acquire better equipment and
improve the lab and facilities."
A full-time licensed physical
therapist and several certified athletic
trainers, along with sports medicine
students, who assist the therapist and
trainers, work together to provide
therapy and rehabilitation to UOP stu
dents, faculty, staff and the general
public.
The Center isrun just like any other
privately ownedsports medicine clinic.
Anyone can receive treatment as long
as they receive a prescription from
their doctor, much like a person would
receive a prescription for medication
and then go to a pharmacist. "The ob
jective of our center is to provide high
quality physical therapy care in a
teaching clinic for any injured indi
vidual referred to us by a physician,"
said Mel Moretti, P.T., A.T., C., chief
physical therapist
Patients are referred from a variety
of sources. UOPstudents can be referred
by physicians at the Cowell Health
Center or through their private physi
cian. Faculty and staff are referred ei
ther by University worker's compen
sation physicians or their own private
doctors. Members of the community
are referred by their own physicians.
UOP athletes who are recovering from
surgery or who have long-term dis
abilities are referred by teamphysicians.
All patients referred to the center,
whether UOP athletes or members of
the community, go through the same
evaluation process. The initial evalua
tion is always performed. When the
patient is aUOP athlete, the team trainer
usually assists with the assessment.
After the therapist decides upon the
mode of therapy, an athletic trainer,
physical therapy aide or student will
treat the patient
"I think it [the center] is great," said
Patty Ferguson, a Stockton resident
who dislocated her knee. "I've seen a
lot of improvement They are teaching
me how to use my knee again."
Unlike some other clinics on cam
pus, like the Behavioral Medicine Clinic
in the Psychology Department, the
Sports Medicine Center does not offer
reduced rates to its patients. All patients
are charged standard fees set forth by
the medical industry. However,
third-party insurance coverage (where
the cost of treatment is covered by the
patient's insurance) is utilized in all

cases to support the required services school. Students with athletic training
that the physician recommends.
internships are also required to put in
UOP athletes are only charged their hours in a clinical setting, and the
through this third-party billing proce Sports Medicine Center enables them
dure if they have had surgery or need to do this. Approximately 12 students
long-term rehabilitation.When student are currently working in the center in
athletes need only general treatment or these three capacities.
are in the end of their strengthening
Students with independent study or
therapy, they are not charged.
practicum can use thecenter's facilities
Perhaps the best part of the Sports to conduct research and to execute their
Medicine Center is that it provides projects or experiments.
UOP students with the setting they
Danielle Rose, a junior sports
need tofulfill certification, independent medicine major with a practicum in
study, course and internship require
biomechanics conducted an experiment
ments. Most of the students who work using the center's facilities. She used
in the center are undergraduate and the center's Cybex machine, which
graduate sports medicine or physical measures resistance."I don't think very
education majors.The students receive many people know just how extensive
instruction from and are trained by the facilities are at the center," said
Moretti, certified athletic trainers and Rose. "The center is good to have on
faculty who teach in the sports medicine campus because we have so many
curriculum.
athletically oriented people on campus
Students who have an interest in whocan benefit[from thecenter] either
athletic training become student train from gaining practical experience or
ers. They participate in the taping of by getting the therapy they need."
athletes in the center, are present at
In addition to the Cybex machine,
athletic games and work in the clinic, the center is equipped with various
where they may help treat non-athletes. kinds of intervention and testing
"This creates a truly innovative ap equipment, including ultrasound,
proach to meeting the needs of our electrical stimulation, cryotherapy,
sports students while serving the hydrotherapy, Eagle-stacked weights,
community as well," said Wilbom.
stairmaster, bicycle, ergometer, upper
Students haveavarietyofjobs within body ergometer and free weights. It
the center. If they are eligible for work even has a whirl pool and an apparatus
study (a University type of financial to measure body fat composition un
aid), they help in scheduling, work at derwater.
the front desk, or work as a clinical aide
"UOP's Sports Medicine Center of
or a physical therapy assistant. Under fers sports medicine and physical educa
graduate sports medicine students use tion students a myriad of learning op
the center because they must work a portunities while enhancing UOP's
certain number of hours in a clinic reputation as an innovator in physical
before applying to a physical therapy therapy and athletic training,"said Rose.

The challenge is out
By Laurie Liebmenn

and a few days of sore muscles tc
follow.
So far the craze has hit the
McCaffrey Center,Grace Covell.Eisler
and Jackson, and thechallenge for more
competitors is out!! Currently the
McCaffrey Center is reigning
undefeated (4-0-1) and is willing tc
take on any and all challenges.
This is a sport for those with any
level of athletic talent to participate in
and enjoy. All you need is the desire tc
have fun, not mind thecold, have a little
bit of balance (it is not always easy tc
stay on your feet) and bewilling togive
and take the abuse.

Sports editor

There is a new sport craze that is
literally hitting many coeds on campus.
It is not an inter-collegiate sport nor
does it have an affiliation with
intramurals. Regardless, male and fe
male residents of various living areas
are getting together, padded up with
sweaters, knee and elbow pads and
gloves to play broom ball at Oak Park's
Ice Arena.
The evening is cold and anything
butgentle.butitisachancefor residents
and staff to get together and challenge
other halls for an evening of fun,bruises

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Arabic, French, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, and Spanish

For Information, contact:

JUNE 19 - AUGUST 21, 1991

Guadalajara
Summer School
Douglass Bldg., Room 315
The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602)621-7551

Chinese, Japanese and Russian

MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
425 Van Buren Street, Monterey, California 93940
(408)647-4115
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• Beer and Wine Served
103 W. HARDING WAY 467-DUCK
Hours: Monday - Saturday 6:00 am - 8:00 pm
Sunday 8:00 am - 3:00 pm
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Winner will be announced May 1, 1991
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DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT
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and many other prizes
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Plenty of free parking in the rear and adjacent lot.
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50c off

DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT

75c

off

ANY BREAKFAST

ANY LUNCH

Expires May 31, 1991

Expires May 31, 1991

DUCK NOOK RESTAURANT

$1.00

off

ANY DINNER
Expires May 31, 1991
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CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

Make $9000 one transaction!
Drug Raid Seizures! Buy dirt
cheap-auto's, houses, boatseverything-guaranteed!
Details: Rushed stamped
envelope: J.C. Advertising
P.O. Box 30292 Stockton,
Ca. 95213-0292.

"WANTED 100 PEOPLE" We
will pay you to lose 10-29 lbs.
in 30 days. All natural, 1-800347-7584.
STAFF MEMBERS for the
1991-92 Pacifican Staff. Call
946-2155 for more informa-

TIGER
DEN

Fall HoH9in|, Sirups
starting April 15*

TRAVEL

*

need a little thrill in your hectic
life? Book an exciting trip by
plane, train or ship to anywhere
you desire. We can deliver
your tickets to your door. Call
your student representativeStAcie at Always Travel. 4633559.

•for All
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1QQ1 INTRAMURAI PI AYOFF RESULTS
MEN A
Champion:

(Continued from page 9)
ton and 10-0 in five innings to the
Gauchos, committing fiveerrors in the
second game against Santa Barbara.
The Tigers are now 18-24 overall and
5-11 in the Big West Conference.
This weekend the Tigers travel to
Honolulu to play the University of
Hawaii.
Tennis (M) - Themen's tennis team
hasn'tgotten much publicity lately but
several players are standing out on the
courts. Senior Igor Vuletic at 15-11,
currently leads the Big West in the first
place singles spot and Kevin Smith
held the second spotat21-ll. Flannell
Parrish is second in the number third
singles at 12-8 and Mike Sandoz is
fourth in the numberfour singles at 1311. Vyketuc and Sandoz also lead the
Big West at 14-10 in the first spot
doubles. Currentlythe Tigers are 0-4 in
the Big West and 8-10 overall.

Tennis (W) - The women's tennis
team is doing well on the courts cur
rently holding second place in the Big
West at 6-1 (UC Santa Barbara isat the
number one spot at 6-0), and 11-7
overall.

PRESIDENT
(Continued from page 3)
school.
He faces a maximum penalty of
five years in prison and $1,500 in fines
if convicted on both counts.
The indictment did not contain
details of the alleged wrongdoing, but
Holderman has been criticized for
spending thousands of dollars in uni
versity and foundation money to bring
politicians, ambassadors, actors and
other celebrities to campus while he
was president Among the expenditures:
* $30,000 on a vacation to Hawaii
with his family.
* $50,176 in foundation money to
fly Jehan Sadat, widow of Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, 35 times be
tween Washington, Dublin, Va., and
Columbia, S.C, where she was a guest
lecturer at the university.

MEN B
Champion:
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MEN C
Champion:

Sewer Patrol

CO-REC
Champion:

Mammilary Bodies

WOMEN
Champion:

Crads in Debt

NAPOLEAN A
Champion:

Island Style
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NAPOLEAN B
Champion:
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Backyard Bailers

MASTER
(Continued from page 7)
doctor.When Silvio discovers that he is
going to lose his bride, he naturally
challenges Beatrice for the love of
Pantalon's daughter. Beatrice answers
the challenge, stepping forward in a
manly fashion and Silvio draws his
sword. This offer she quickly denies.
The servant in the play, Rufoldo,
fell just short of accomplishing char
acter stimulation. Rufoldo was played
by Keith Ferguson. For Wolak and
Ferguson to successfully portray this
character I would have to be moved to
the point of praying for the safe reso
lution of his predicament. Despite the
humorous enactment of Rufoldo's
character, I was less than sympathetic
to his struggle. In fact, there were times
when I wished hewould bediscovered
by both of his masters and find himself
unemployed.
The aspect of the dialogue was
handled well by Dr. Wolak. It must

have been difficult to achieve some
sort of flow using english speaking
college kids for a Spanish play. A few
of the character's names were lengthy,
such as Rufoldo Gaspar Pio Pico de
Soledad. Seldom did they get caught
up while saying a name. For the most
part, the characters spoke in a casual
tone as opposed to the formalistic style
of that era. The cast managed to keep a
fast pace thoughout the play and inject
humorous lines occasionally.
By the end of The Servant of Two
Masters each character had resolved
his or her problem. Ironically, Rufoldo
did so unintentionally. After stumbling
andbumblinghis way through theentire
play, Rufoldo emerged smelling like a
rose. He even found a bride, which was
a little far fetched.
Overall, Dr. Wolak's Spring pro
duction of TheSwvant of Two Masters
was a successful adaptation of Goldini's
Italian Commedia del 'Arte style.
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* $315,000 to Mrs. Sadat to teach
three semesters and lecture for a fourth
term.
* $158, 000 in salary and living
expenses to actor Robby Benson, who
taught a film-making class at the uni
versity and made a movie, "Modem
Love," in Columbia.

* $20,000-$78,500 in annual sal
ary supplements for himself .
Holderman was paid $117,900a year.
* $410-$875 per night for hotel
suites in Washington,Chicago and New
York that Holderman stayed in during
fund-raising and other business trips.
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C.W. Post's yearbook mysteriously vanishes

—wesoria

I Posing

(CPS)—Students at Long Island
University's C.W. Post campus are
trying to solve the mystery of the
vanishing yearbook.
And until the yearbook, or at
least the proofs, are found, there
will be no chronicle of c.n. Post's
1989-1990 school year.
Meanwhile, students at other
schools also have lost or risk losing
their yearbooks, but for much less
mysterious reasons.
"I don't think students are very
interested in yearbooks. I person
ally don't think yearbooks are going
to survive much longer," said Oro
Bull, directorof student publications
at the University of Arizona.
Because of decreased sales and
increased printing costs, Arizona's
yearbook has lost $35,000 and is in
dangerof beingdropped altogether.
"They (administrators) tellme to
make it work. We're trying every
thing we can think of," Bull said.
Other schools that may lose their
yearbooks include Oklahoma State

University and the universities of
Oklahoma and Washington. The
University of Nebraska dropped its
yearbook last year.
"It's a trend across the United
States," Bull asserted.
"The trend is there is no trend,"
replied Tom Rolnicki,executive di
rector of the Associated Student
Press and the National Scholastic
Press Association, advocacy groups
forhigh school and college publica
tions.
"For the last 20 years, some
books have gone and returned at the
same schools," Rolnicki continued,
explaining that while some schools
are dropping theirbooks, others such
as the universities of Virginia,Texas
and California at Los Angeles are
still supporting theirs.
Even at the University of Texas,
though, the yearbook is losing
popularity, reports Robin Mayhall,
editor-in-chief of the Cactus.
Last year, only 15 percent of
Texas students bought the yearbook,

down from a high of 28 percent in
1982.
"This is such a diverse campus,
it's impossible for one yearbook to
please everyone,"saidMayhall, who
is investigating new marketing
techniques to try to increase sales.
Students at C.W. Post would like
to support their yearbook, but can
not because no one has figured out
what ChristineNastasi, editorof the
1989-1990 Opticon, has done with
the book's proofs, which should
have been delivered to the printer
last fall.
Earlier this year, Nastasi told
current yearbook editor Lori Rizzo
the proofs were in her mother's
bowling locker.
In March, Nastasi told the Pio
neer, the campus paper, the proofs
had been mailed to the printer.
"If no Opticon is published for
the class of 1990, it really will be a
disaster," said C.W. Post Campus
Provost Doris Guidi.

